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Insurance software helps you run your insurance company more efficiently. This software not only allows you to manage your customers' policies, but you can also add photos, spreadsheets and documents to your client files. Insurance software also performs other daily operations such as monitoring sales team commissions and Online transactions.
AgencyPro for Windows is an insurance agency accounting program. You can keep track of sales people's commissions, customer payments, and balances. AgencyPro comes with a Checkbook Manager feature. This helps you track all your print checks and accounts. It also includes an integrated Management Document feature, which allows you to attach
email messages, images, Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, Microsoft Word documents, and movies to your clients' files. You can produce different reports, such as Balance and Revenue and Expenses. AgencyPro comes with more than 100 pre-written sales letters. Agency Software, which developed this software, provides four hours of free accounting
training. Additionally, the company defines the chart of accounts. United Systems and Software Incorporated (USSI) is designed to meet the current and future management requirements found in most traditional and non-traditional life and health insurers, according to USSI. USSI510e supports long-term care, supplementary health, large medical, annuities
and disability insurance products. This software integrates with components such as electronic money transfer, document image, storage and retrieval. You can also send documents by email. The USSI510e also provides underwriting support, which allows you to keep track of billing, sales representatives' commissions, vendors, and Internet transactions
and requests. SmartOffice is a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application for insurance agencies. This program comes with tools that will help insurance agents identify and take advantage of opportunities so they can gain new customers or keep existing ones. SmartOffice also comes with a policy tracking feature to help you keep track of your
customers' policies. SmartOffice includes a reporting feature. You can create detailed financial reports and review them with your customers. SmartOffice also has a matching feature that stores email messages, documents, and other important attachments. You won't find Bernie Madoff on these pages. Or talk about another great depression. You won't find
unemployment statistics or the word bailout. We can discuss these topics in another case, but this month we pass. It's not that we have our heads in the sand. We know how challenging the business environment is. In fact, that's precisely why we've tried to make this problem as upbeat and bursting with potential as we can. The one indisputable truth of this
era: Only creativity and aggressive innovation - in the face of adversity and layoffs tough choices – will lead to a turnaround. To construct our list of the world's most innovative companies, we searched for examples of success and strength (of character as well as economics). How has online video site Hulu managed to thrive with mutually hostile parents
NBC and Fox? How did Pure Digital Technologies take 23% of the video camera market in 18 months? How has NextEra become the country's 1st most inge. And how has a multirarist community organizer with the middle name Hussein become the most powerful person on the planet? There are lessons and inspiration in all of our Fast Company 50, our 33
companies to look at, and the 76 other companies included in our category-by-category top 10 lists. We as a country pay the price for a time when financial engineering counted more than cutting-edge products and services. We were misled by volatile and unsustainable growth figures, lost track of our long-term priorities, and embraced the idea that size
equals security. We were wrong. But if you look around, there's also a lot to cheer about. In the midst of our problems, remarkable things have happened, and they will continue to happen - if we prune the unproductive and broken, providing nourishment to those businesses that point to a more positive future. With this year's suite of most innovative
companies, even more so than before, we wanted to illustrate how powerful and efficient business can be when led wisely, motivated appropriately, and aimed at ingenuity. Today, in this magazine, it's cheering season. You can even decide to cheer together. Many software packages offer a program designed to follow a speaker when he or she delivers a
presentation. The specific presentation program in this suite is usually (but not always) in the form of a slide show. This category of application is well established; It doesn't change much, and it not only supports online visual viewing, but also generally printing related handouts and speaker notes. These programs make it easy and often fun to make a
presentation for the audience. They contain a text editor to add your written content; They support charts and graphic images such as photographs, clip art, or other objects to enliven your slide show and sharply capture your point. For a deeper dive into some of the leading applications in this software category, see: PowerPoint and the clones work on a
slide-based logic: When you move to the next point of the conversation, move on to the next slide. An alternate model of presentations sets aside the slide model in favor of another navigation system. Examples include: Prezi offers a visual navigation tool that allows you to zoom in/zoom out details across a logical map of the presentation. In addition to
PowerPoint, Microsoft also offers Sway, a presentation and newsletter designer that supports and more image-focused design along a familiar linear flow path. It's no secret that there's a software revolution going on. For the last 20 years, we've seen industries backed by software. Here's how it works: A technology company introduces innovation in an
existing marketplace; this allows the product or service to be sold or performed online. This in turn causes more old-school companies to struggle and some to go out of business. Bookstores. Movie rental. Travel agencies. Repeat the cycle. Marc Andreessen elegantly argues in the latest The Wall Street Journal article, Why Software Eats the World, that this
pattern only promises to accelerate in the next decade with significant implications for our economy and society. The question is whether this revolution will mean traditional brick-and-mortar companies will, one by one, relentlessly be forced to close their doors and close the store. Could there be any other outcome in this story? If the software is destined to
transform an industry, it doesn't logically follow that established market participants have to sit back and watch as software companies digest and destroy their businesses, or that they must cede operational independence and market share to technology clean plays. Instead, they can and should fight victims by becoming software companies themselves. My
rallying cry to big and small businesses is this: Wake up! Like it or not, you're in the software business. Embrace this new reality and thrive, or ignore it and risk extinction. To understand what companies need to do next, it's useful to think about the competitive relationship between Amazon and traditional, brick-and-mortar retailers. In this e-commerce
context, Amazon has a business: it sells things online. It's great at that. It's incredibly successful at that. It has the luxury of a laser focus on a single value proposal to customers. Compare this with Walmart, Target, or any of the other brick-and-mortar retailers that Amazon is competing against. These companies have it far harder than Amazon. They have to
do everything Amazon does, and they have to keep doing what they've been doing for decades, namely running a massively successful network of stores. So Amazon gets to focus on one thing, one business, while Walmart and everyone else need to focus on two things, two businesses: their original business and their new digital business. Walmart's digital
business boils down to something very simple: offering the same core products and services that are always offered, but now via the Internet. This digital activation is what I call its software team. Essentially, Walmart is wrapping its old-line business into software, allowing all interactions with the company, which used to exclusively happen in store or by
phone, to reach through digital technology – also known as Walmart.com and Walmart mobile apps. But you can also think about this software layer in more subtle ways: APIs that provide external developers create new applications and tools using the retailer's product information and other data; how a business embraces social media and digital marketing;
how it uses digital media to attract new employees; and a number of other ways technology is used by businesses to interact with the outside world. A company's true transition begins when senior management accepts that it is not in one but two companies. The first: the original core set of products and services it sells to the market. The second: the
development and management of the software layer – the software that surrounds, drives and affects the company's operations. Increasingly, it is through this software team that companies will interact with the outside world, find new efficiencies and respond to changing market environments. When the company's management embraces its two-business
reality, it must manage these two businesses accordingly. At its core, the original business can be run as it was always run. But to make the software team a truly successful operation, it must be like Amazon: smart and fast, powered by good technology and by people who understand what it takes, running a successful Internet business. The smartest
managers then look for synergies and integration opportunities between the two businesses. The goal is to create a single customer experience that extends over online and offline. When a company's offline and online presence is seamlessly united is when the old school company can become a leader in tomorrow's economy. Have a question for author
Aaron Shapiro? Ask him on Twitter @amshapFor more leadership coverage, follow us on Twitter and LinkedIn. [Image: Flickr user star5112] star5112]
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